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• Book by John Green
• Is the fourth solo novel by author John Green, published in January 2012.
• Narrated by a sixteen year old cancer patient named Hazel who is forced by her parents to go to support group where she can meet fellow sufferer.
• Original language: English
• Genre: Young adult literature
• Page: 313
• Main Characters : Hazel & Augustus Waters
The story is about chance and choice too tragic to be comedic, and too funny to be sad.
The main characters in the book:

• HAZEL GRACE LANCASTER
  -Diagnosed with stage IV combination of thyroid and lung cancer at aged 13, Hazel was prepared to die, until at 14, they found a drug treatment she calls “the miracle” which Hazel’s cancer has been kept from spreading further.
  -Even though she could live for a long time, Hazel lives attached to an oxygen tank.

• AUGUSTUS WATERS
  -is gorgeous, good looking, smart and charismatic, and interested in Hazel.
  -suffered from cancer, has prosthetic leg, in his case osteosarcoma but is currently in remission.
REVIEW
“Hazel has to realized that her mom was wrong when she said,” I won’t be a mother anymore.” The truth is, after Hazel dies (assuming she dies), her mom will still be her mom. As long as either person is still alive, that relationship survives. (it changes, but it survives.)” pg.296-297
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